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Abstract
Objective Paediatric health providers and educators
influence infant mortality through advocacy and training
within families and communities. This research sought to
establish the efficacy and training of two-finger versus
two-thumb-encircling techniques for lone responder
infant chest compressions with ventilations in initially
trained infant caregivers.
Design This is a randomised, cross-over educational
intervention assessed on instrumented manikins
using the 2015 guideline measures of quality infant
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR). Additional
subjective data on the experience were collected through
self-reporting.
Setting Non-healthcare community organisations and
secondary school classrooms.
Participants Fourteen years or older, fluent in English
and had not taken infant CPR in the last 5 years.
Interventions Groups of eight participants were
randomised to learn one technique, practised and then
tested for 8 min. After a 30 min rest, the group repeated
the process using the other technique.
Main outcome measures Mean chest compression
depth and rate, compression fraction, and correct hand
position; tiredness and pain as reported by the caregiver.
Results The two-thumb-encircling technique achieved
a deeper mean compression depth over the 8 min
period (2.0 mm, p<0.01), closer to the minimum
recommendation of 40 mm; the two-finger technique
achieved higher percentages of compression fraction
and complete recoil. Caregivers preferred the two-thumb
technique (64%), and of these 70% had long fingernails.
Conclusions The two-thumb-encircling technique
improved compression depth, over an 8 min scenario,
and was preferred by caregivers. This adds to the existing
literature on the advantages of two-thumb-encircling
as a technique for lone and team infant CPR, which
counters current guidelines.

Introduction

►► http://dx.doi.org/10.1136/

archdischild-2018-315756
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Healthcare professionals can improve infant
mortality rates1 2 by providing awareness/training
on quality cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR)
among caregivers for out-of-hospital cardiac
arrest (OHCA), starting with paediatricians and
resuscitation organisations.3–5 Implementation of
a successful evidence-based practice (EBP) requires
balance of outcomes evidence, wisdom of experts
and acceptance of those who are asked to use it.
Recognising the diversity of infant caregivers as end
users of CPR education contributes to the recommendation of implementing resuscitation guidelines
in OHCA.6

What is already known on this topic?
►► Previous studies on healthcare providers

demonstrate that the two-thumb chest
compression technique is preferred by
healthcare responders and best meets
the current resuscitation guidelines.
►► Lone and/or lay responder cardiopulmonary
resuscitation efficacy is important to reduce
infant mortality, and training those in closest
proximity to infants increases the odds of
response.
►► Reducing complexity and barriers to care
(ie, simple and easy compressions) increases
willingness to help in resuscitation.

What this study adds?
►► This was an observation of initially trained

lay responders’, specifically infant caregivers’,
ability to perform and preference for two-thumb
chest compression with ventilations over a
clinically relevant 8 min period.
►► This provides community education evidence
to add to previous research on paediatric
professionals’ advocacy of training target
populations with the most efficient techniques.

Mechanically, CPR techniques strive to meet
five quality components: chest compression rate
(CR) (100–120 min), chest compression depth
(CD) (at least one-third of the anterior-posterior
thoracic diameter, minimum of 40 mm), full chest
recoil, minimum interruptions in chest compressions and avoiding excessive ventilation.7 The 2015
European Resuscitation Guidelines describe two
different compression techniques: two-thumb-encircling technique (TT) for two responders and the
two-finger technique (TF) for a lone responder.8
No evidence, however, exists for either technique
on the critical outcomes of time to return of spontaneous circulation, survival rates or neurological
injury; and only low-quality evidence on the critical
outcome of improved perfusion and gas exchange
during CPR, which identified higher blood pressure generation with the TT versus TF technique.
On the question of how either technique affects the
responders, low-quality evidence suggested TT is
less tiring.9 All of the studies that contributed to the
Consensus on Science and Treatment Recommendations used healthcare providers as compressors.10
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Methods

We conducted a prospective, randomised, cross-over experimental study of TT and TF compressions on initially trained
infant caregivers who were recruited from schools and community health services in a mid-western city (USA). Eligibility
criteria included no infant CPR training in the previous 5 years,
non-healthcare provider, 14 years of age or older, with two
hands, and with no acute pain or injury in the upper body. Per the
sample size calculation methodology and the estimate of sigma
from Boldingh et al,12 an a priori power analysis resulted in a
minimum sample size of n=24 required to have an 80% chance
of detecting a meaningful difference (d) of 10 compressions per
minute differential between the two compression methods using
a pooled SD of 16.6.

Per protocol, the participants learnt about infant mortality and
the value of CPR prior to agreeing to participate and completing
the presurvey. The researchers oriented the participants to a
3-month-old infant-sized manikin (Laerdal Resusci Baby QCPR,
Laerdal) resting on standard-height tables (71 cm). For randomisation, a participant drew a chip labled with either TT or TF
technique from a bag for the group to start with; followed by
an instruction that lasted approximately 4 min, consisting of
hand(s) or finger placements and ventilation skills. Using visual
feedback and coaching to demonstrate guideline compliances,
participants then practised approximately 6 more minutes and
before a 10 min break.
After removing the monitor, the first four participants began
the 8 min CPR scenario. The researchers read a statement at
2 min intervals to provide a sense of time in context (see figure 1).
The second set of four participants then practised and completed
the 8 min scenario. After completion of the initial technique, the
group took 30 min to learn about the factors that affect infant
mortality, providing a washout period, then repeated the learning
sequence for the second technique. A postsurvey and discussion
of personal satisfaction with each technique and the likelihood
of performing either during an emergency were conducted.
Nine 90 min group sessions were conducted, with group size
of two to eight individuals (mean=5). We calculated the mean,
median and SD of the demographic variables age, height, weight,
finger span and grip strength. Age was also displayed as a category due to its non-normal distribution. Categorical age and
gender were described in per cent and frequencies . Immediately
after each technique, the participants self-identified where any
pain existed and rated their overall pain level on a scale of 0–10,
with 10 representing the worst pain ever experienced and 1 a
noticeable feeling of discomfort.
We used linear regression to estimate the differences in
the effects of continuous outcomes between the techniques,
and logistic regression to measure the ratio of the effects of
dichotomous variables. We checked the linear regression models
for linearity, normality and homoscedasticity (the error being

Figure 1 Fatigue according to methods with timed prompts. CPR, cardiopulmonary resuscitation.
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No studies exist that describe the initial training of infant caregivers using TF compared with TT, or TT for the lone responder.
Existing studies use periods of 1–5 min, which does not represent
the 8–10 min of actual CPR needed prior to emergency medical
services (EMS) taking over.11 We hypothesise that TT performs
better than TF in quantitative and qualitative measures.The
following are the aims of this study on initially trained infant
caregiver:
1. Describe the performance of TT and TF techniques over
8 min.
2. Identify the factors or characteristics that lead to efficacy.
3. Identify which technique(s) might be advantageous for teaching and effectiveness.
The primary outcomes included CD (mm), CR (per minute),
percentage of compressions with adequate rate (100–120
per minute), compression fraction (CF, percentage of time with
compressions), percentage with correct hand position, correctly
released compression and total hands-off time (in seconds) as
measured by the PC SkillReporting System (Laerdal, Stavanger,
Norway). The inclusion criteria included using the taught TT or
TF techniques, as observed by the researchers. The secondary
outcomes included self-rating of pain, fatigue and preference.

Original article
the sample being between 16 and 18 years (table 1) leaves it
right-skewed, with a minimum age of 16 and a maximum of 60,
and a median of 17. Women comprised majority of the sample
(95.2%). Participants’ self-reported height averaged 160.4 cm
and their weight averaged 71.9 kg. The mean finger span, from
extended pinky fingertip to the tip of the thumb, was 19.3 cm,
and the average grip strength was 28.1 kg.

Characteristics of the participants (n=42)

Continuous variables

Mean (SD)

 Age (years)

Median

23.1 (11.4)

 Height (cm)

160.4 (9.6)

IQR*

17.0

11.0

160.0

12.7

 Weight (kg)

71.9 (19.2)

68.1

26.3

 Finger span (cm)

19.4 (1.6)

19.7

2.5

 Grip (kg)

28.1 (7.1)

27.6

6.8

Categorical variables

Measures of effect by compression technique

% (n)

On average, participants using the TT technique demonstrated
a 2.0 mm (p<0.01) deeper CD over the 8 min period (table 2,
figure 1). The TF data showed improved CF (2% greater among
TF, p=0.03) and correctly released compression (21.6% greater
among TF, p<0.01). For self-reported measures, the techniques
did not show statistically significant differences in reported
tiredness but almost reached significance in self-reported pain
(p=0.07).

 Age distribution (years)
  
16–18

69.0 (29)

–

–

  
19–25

4.8 (2)

–

–

  
26–45

21.4 (9)

–

–

  
46–60

4.8 (2)

–

–

95.2 (40)

–

–

 Gender: female
*IQR (25th–75th percentile).

Learner attributes by technique preference
equal across the values of the independent variable) of residuals using scatter and locally weighted scatterplot smoothing
plots of predicted values against the residuals and the histograms
of the residuals. If these assumptions were violated, two-sided
p values were calculated using non-parametric rank-based tests
to compare the medians. Two-sided Wald p values were generated for all effect estimates and a p value <0.05 was used to
determine statistical significance. The models used a random
intercept term to account for individual-level pairing due to the
cross-over design. Additionally, given the self-reported preferred
technique, differences in responder attributes based on preference were estimated. All analyses were conducted on R (V.3.1.1).

Results
Sample characteristics

Fifty-four individuals participated in January 2017; however, we
excluded 12 individuals, 4 because of data recording issues and
8 because they did not encircle the chest during TT. We used
data from the remaining 42 participants in the analysis (table 1).
Examination of the demographic data from both samples
showed no significant differences between the groups. Most of
Table 2

Participants reported preferring to use TT (64%). Based on
preferred compression technique, only non-significant differences existed by participant physical characteristics (table 3).
Those who preferred the TT technique averaged a finger span
of 1.1 cm larger than those who preferred the TF technique;
however, this was not a statistically significant difference
(p=0.33). The participants who preferred the TF technique were
0.5 (p=0.06) times as likely to have long fingernails (extending
beyond the fingertip).

Self-reported discomfort/pain

All participants reported no current/existing pain in the upper
extremities at the start of the study. The location of pain differed
between the techniques. With the TF technique, 85% of pain
was in the hands (fingers, knuckles), with an additional 12% in
the arms (wrists, upper extremity). Pain associated with the TT
technique occurred 62% of the time in the hands, 26% in the
back and 10% in the arms.

Discussion

Limited evidence currently exists as to the optimal infant
compression technique; this study reports on the objective

Measures of effects by compression technique (n=42)
CPR technique mean value

CPR technique median value

Difference*

TT

TT

Mean

TF

TF

Median

P values†

Technique measures
 Compression depth (mm)
 Mean rate (compressions per minute)
 Deep enough compressions (%)

39.8

37.8

40.0

38.0

2.0

2.0

114.1

116.1

114.0

117.5

−2.0

−3.5

0.31

52.2

51.2

55.5

46.5

9.0

0.78‡

1.4‡

 Compressions with adequate rate (%)

59.6

57.5

68.0

57.0

11.0

0.45‡

 Compression fraction (%)

69.6

73.3

72.0

74.0

−3.7

−2.0

0.03§

 Correct hand position (%)

82.8

85.1

96.0

93.5

−2.3

2.5

 Correctly released compression (%)

53.2

74.8

47.5

88.0

−21.6

−40.5

 Average hands-off time (s)

3.7‡

<0.01

0.39§
<0.01

30.2

27.8

28.8

28.8

2.4

0.0

0.30§

130.7

128.1

129.6

124.8

2.6

4.8

0.70§

 Tiredness score

3.7

3.9

3.0

3.5

−0.2

−0.5

0.98

 Pain score

4.9

5.8

4.0

6.0

−0.9

−2.0

0.07

 No flow time (s)
Self-reported measures

*Matched measure of effect.
†Two-sided Wald test p value, unless specified.
‡Adjusting for ordering of training, due to change in estimates greater than 20%.
§Rank-based p value, due to violation of regression assumptions.
CPR, cardiopulmonary resuscitation; TF, two-finger; TT, two-thumb.
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Table 1
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Attributes by technique preference (n=42)
Preferred technique
TT

TF

Difference (SE)

P values*

Continuous
Age (years)

22.3

24.6

Height (cm)

160.4

160.4

−2.3 (–)

0.66†

−0.1 (3.1)

0.98

Weight (kg)

69.0

77.0

−8.0 (–)

0.09†

Finger span (cm)

19.8

18.8

1.1 (–)

0.33†

Average grip (kg)

27.6

28.9

−1.3 (2.3)

0.58

Prevalence ratio

P values

70.0%

35.0%

Categorical
Long fingernails‡

0.5 (0.4)

0.06

*Two-sided Wald test p value, unless specified.
†Rank-based p value.
‡Restricted to 30 individuals with non-missing nail data.
TF, two-finger; TT; two-thumb.

differences and preferences of infant caregivers. CD showed
the largest and perhaps most clinically relevant difference, with
TT being 2 mm closer to the 40 mm minimum than TF, according
to Sutton et al.13 Correctly released compressions favoured TF
(21.6% difference) and might be attributed to the increased pain
of TF and relief from the pressure. As a binary, correctly released
or not, we cannot assign benefit because release did occur in TT,
but it is unknown to what extent.
Although ventilation volume could not be measured, we
observed participants adjusting their position relative to the
infant (ie, moving around the corner of the table) during TT,
which may contribute to lower CF. Insignificant differences
existed in the mean CR, percentage of deep enough compressions, adequate rate percentage and correct hand position
percentage between the two techniques.
Efficiency or effectiveness of the techniques could not be
attributed to age, height, weight, finger span or grip strength.
Participants reported preferring to use TT (64%), 70% of whom
had fingernails extending beyond the fingertips. This characteristic has not been previously reported in the literature, most
likely because healthcare professionals would be expected to
have shorter fingernails for infection control. The researchers
observed long fingernails to negatively affect the ability/
effectiveness of TF and the willingness to learn. Individuals
attempting to follow the TF training or just-in-time directions
from a dispatcher may be less effective with CPR, unwilling/
unable due to long fingernails.
The randomisation of the initial technique and the consistency of the learning protocol in time reduced bias towards one
technique over the other. In asking the participants to rate the
experience of each technique, tiredness did not appear significantly different, but experience of pain during or immediately
afterwards was rated higher in TF. In observing the participants,
the table height may contribute to discomfort as people tended
to be hunched over more with the TT technique.
Overall, individuals performed closer to the current guidelines than the infant CPR instructors in the Martin et al study.14
This observation may be attributed to the use of a visual feedback during practice.15 16 We observed that the TT technique
produced better CDs relative to the TF technique, regardless of
fatigue, confirming Udassi et al’s assertion of TT being superior
over time.17
Educators need to address all quality CPR components to
assure adequate perfusion in future curriculum. Both techniques
failed to achieve the 40 mm CD over an 8 min resuscitation

period. The decline of CD over time suggests that compressors
change when available at least every 2 min or when fatigued.
Neither technique in the single responder scenario worked
ideally; health educators need to address educational effectiveness to increase CF and full release in the TT.

Limitations

Recruitment of participants focused on potential infant caregivers from secondary schools and community participants,
yielding a high percentage of women, which does not generalise
to the US population. However <20% of families have fathers as
primary caregivers with working mothers,18 and >94% of childcare providers are female.19 The sample also represents those
choosing to be trained from the community.
Martin et al20 identified that manikins that allowed
for >40 mm CD, like the ones used with a maximum of 43 mm,
promoted deeper compressions closer to guidelines. This may
partially explain why these participants were closer to guidelines than professionals in previous studies; those studies did
not report on manikin design. Ventilations were not reported
because data could not be validated, leaving CD and rate as
primary reportable data, which leaves additional research to be
completed.
We chose to use a group format while recording data to
simulate face-to-face classroom experience, and this limited
the ability to measure learners’ readiness to apply the skills in
a stressed situation. Future studies on retention or stress on
a single responder compression technique would add valuable
information for educational effectiveness.
The height of the infant from the floor may affect subjective
or objective data based on the height of the responder and the
need to lean over to make the technique effective. Responders
may have to perform CPR under different conditions, such as
on the floor, changing tables or other heights. Self-modification
of TT without encircling21 22 should be examined for future lay
responder training as it may represent a compromise between
these two techniques.
To implement EBP, health educators must balance outcomes
evidence, expert opinion and stakeholder willingness. TT showed
significantly deeper compressions over the duration of 8 min and
is reasonable to be learnt in a community, lone responder, level
course. Based on the observed results, lay responders learnt a
compression technique through practice on a feedback manikin
and an instructor coaching in 10 min to demonstrate guideline-level skills, but failed to demonstrate CD, CF and recoil
over an 8 min period in either TF or TT. Participants learnt the
second technique in approximately 4 min because of prior practice with ventilations. As most infant cardiovascular collapse
stems from asphyxia, additional studies that include ventilation measurements would add to the evidence of the TT efficacy in the infant caregiver population. Teaching TT in a single
lay responder programme deviates from the current basic life
support curriculum, and necessitates a reorientation of instructors and curriculum designers to a growing body of evidence
and updating of educational materials. This study also adds
knowledge on participants’ experience of increased pain with
TF and their preference for TT, while considering the effects of
other physical characteristics. Ultimately, the Chain of Survival
Behaviours6 relies on individual decisions to act to save a life by
effective CPR. Effectiveness with regard to CD, CF and release
is tied to both the clinical technique and lay responders’ individual characteristics or situation with other responders. Preference, which may be related to comfort or willingness to use
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Conclusion

Potential lay responders learning infant CPR preferred TT
over a realistic 8 min demonstration period. The TT technique
was significantly associated with improved CD, closer to the
40 mm minimum over the whole duration. This research also
identified long fingernails factoring into the effectiveness and
preference of responders. Curriculum designers and training
organisations must consider the value and additional educational
needs to effectively use TT in a lone responder situation.
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a technique, is at the individual’s discretion and needs to be
accounted for by advocates.

